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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the PPPoE packet type on the left to the
corresponding description on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A client is experiencing mucosal cell damage secondary to
chemotherapy. Because of mucosal ulcers, eating has become
increasingly uncomfortable for her. Which of the following
interventions would be most effective in getting her to eat?
A. Staying with the client and providing distraction during
meals
B. Local anesthetics or mouth washes applied to ulcers 30
minutes prior to meals
C. Cleaning the mouth carefully with lemon glycerin swabs and
milk of magnesia before meals
D. A bland, moist, soft diet
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
(A) Local anesthetics do temporarily relieve the pain but leave
an unpleasant taste and numb feeling that are not conductive to
eating. (B) Such a diet is less irritating to the damaged
mucosa and is easier for the child to tolerate. (C) This
intervention is helpful if the child has only anorexia. It does
not work if the type and texture of the food increase oral
discomfort. (D) Lemon glycerin swabs and milk of magnesia dry
the oral mucosa and should be avoided.

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:
Something you are includes fingerprints, retina scans, or voice
recognition.
Something you have includes smart cards, token devices, or
keys.
Something you know includes a password, codes, PINs,
combinations, or secret phrases. Somewhere you are including a
physical location s or logical addresses, such as domain name,
an IP address, or a MAC address.
Something you do includes your typing rhythm, a secret
handshake, or a private knock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_authentication_protocol#W
orking_cycle http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_card#Security

NEW QUESTION: 4
To successfully connect to the web interface of an AppResponse
Xpert appliance, you must be able to access which two ports

from your desktop machine?
A. 8088 and 8843
B. 8080 and 8443
C. 8888 and 4443
D. 80 and 443
Answer: B
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